
Ever wonder why some people respond in the same destructive way over and over even though 
they keep getting the same bad results?

Many of us can relate to having unhealthy coping mechanisms and responses to things like stress, 
fear, or other agitating emotional states. Often we are unaware of the subconscious processes 
going on and we may, for example, instinctively reach for an alcoholic beverage at the end of a 
long, hard day, never realising we are setting ourselves up for an addictive pattern that may one 
day claim our health, or possibly our life.

Self-destructive behaviours/habits are learned responses to environmental and emotional triggers. 
You can un-learn these responses and create new ones, thus building a healthier way of engaging 
with the world, your emotional landscape, and your workplace family and friends.

“Awareness is the birthplace 
of possibility. Everything you 
want to do, everything you 
want to be, starts here.” 
Deepak Chopra

Understanding Triggers and 
Taming the Monkey Mind

Do any of these emotional triggers 
resonate with you? Ask yourself, “How 
do I handle it when this occurs?” 

A trigger is simply a stimulus that 
evokes upsetting feelings, which may 
lead to problematic behaviours. We all 
have triggers, and we all have 
unhealthy ways in which we deal with 
them. But we have the power to stop 
our automatic responses and re-route. 
The challenge is learning to identify our 
triggers and then recognising them 
when they are happening.

Let’s go over a few other emotional 
trigger examples:

• A person who felt ignored and dismissed 
 growing up might start shouting whenever 
 they feel they aren’t being heard.

• A person who had emotionally unavailable 
 parents (or partners) may get insecure 
 whenever someone isn’t there for them.

• A person who felt controlled in the past 
 might get angry when they think they’re 
 being told what to do.

• A person who felt helpless for years might 
 panic when they’re in a situation over which 
 they have no control.



Often, our triggers are experiences, situations, or stressors that unconsciously remind us of past 
traumas or emotional upsets. They “re-trigger” traumas in the form of overwhelming feelings of 
sadness, anxiety, or panic.

The brain forms an association between the trigger and your response to it, so that every time that 
thing happens again, you do the same behavioural response to it. This is because what fires 
together, wires together.

This means when neurons fire in the brain, they wire together the situation, emotions, and 
responses that caused that firing of the neurons in the first place. Sensory memory can also be 
extremely powerful, and sensory experiences associated with a traumatic event may be linked in 
the memory, causing an emotional reaction even before a person realises why he or she is upset.

Habit formation also plays a strong role in triggering. People tend to do the same things in the same 
way. For example, a person who smokes might always smoke while he or she is driving; therefore, 
driving could trigger an urge to smoke, often without the smoker’s conscious thought.

Because our responses to triggers usually occur at the subconscious level, and we are completely 
unaware of the firing and wiring we have created, we are doomed to repeat self-destructive 
behaviours until we identify our triggers.

Once we know our triggers and begin to recognise them when they happen, we can see them for 
what they are—over-reactions to a perceived threat. Then, we can learn to respond in ways that are 
more life affirming, useful, and healthy for us.

“Between stimulus and 
response there is a space. In 
that space is our power to 
choose our response. In our 
response lies our growth 
and our freedom.” 
Viktor E. Frankl
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When it comes to physical reactions, it help to create space by doing something else, for example, 
taking a walk or even simply taking some deep and conscious breaths.

For emotional reactions, it helps to clearly communicate feelings. Learning how to understand your 
emotions, acknowledge them, and then give them a voice.

Instead of unconsciously reacting to a trigger/stimulus, you can learn to consciously respond to 
them by practising tools and techniques – starting with the ones in the exercise tab. 
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1 Emotional

We get stuck in negative emotions such as anger, 
sadness, or anxiety and react in extremely emotional 
ways—getting defensive, shouting and screaming, 
withdrawing completely, etc.

There are two different types of reactions to triggers:

2 Physical

We crave certain substances (food, sugar, alcohol, etc.) 
This happens because the emotional pain triggers our 
habitual way of indulging in some kind of physical activity 
that we are using to suppress the emotion or dull the pain.


